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Dear Parents 

"Fire is the test of gold; adversity, of strong men." 

 

We all have borne the brunt of scathing fires of pandemic and emerged out shining brightly like gold. 

We didn’t allow the testing times of adversity break us, rather we added on to our ability and capacity. 

We enhanced our skills and learnt the novel ways of survival. With the same burgeoning attitude, we 

are marching ahead into the New Year. We have no room for complacency and no time to pause. No 

matter how bumpier the road seems right now, we shall continue progressing confronting all 

challenges.  

Past two years have been the most difficult period for education in recent history. And no words of 

appreciation can express my gratitude towards YOU for the support you have provided throughout 

these tough times. Unfortunately, with the fresh wave of the new variant, it still remains unclear as to 

when a return to school for all students will be possible. Our priority at this time is that students are 

safe and can continue to learn, Teachers are working really hard to provide all the required guidance to 

meet the students’ academic and co-curricular needs. It is a matter of great satisfaction that the vast 

majority of students is engaging really well with their online lessons and coping well with the ever-

changing circumstances.  

Further, with approaching exam season, I understand your anxiety for your child’s performance and 

your expectations from the school are quite plausible. I also understand your dreams of your ward’s 

remarkable success. Remember, you as parents have a very important role to play. Please make sure 

your ward attends the online classes regularly. At this time when children are already stressed with 

exam fear, do not let your anxiety be an additional source of stress for your ward. Stand by your ward 

as a firm unshakable force. Tell them that the struggles in life would never stop but we can learn to be 

resilient and successful beating all odds. 

“The true test of a champion is not whether he can triumph but whether he can overcome obstacles." 

My Dear little champions, 

I cannot tell you how proud I am of you all. I know that you all are very hard working and talented. I 

know how well you performed despite struggling with the online classes during the lock down period. I 

am very confident that with the same determination, perseverance and dexterity you will again achieve 

success in forth coming examination.  

Dear brave hearts, please do understand that life would never be devoid of obstacles. People will be 

sceptical of your potential. There will be pitfalls of mistakes. But keeping your eyes on the destination, 

you can beat all atrocities with hard work and dedication. For impending examinations, I would like to 

advice you that put in your best efforts but do not overstress yourself. You need not compete with 

anyone else; you only have to be better than your yester version. If, for whatever reasons, you could 

not score good marks so far, you can still excel at coming examination. Time is the greatest asset we 

all have. Plan your time carefully. Take sufficient rest, exercise regularly and choose your diet 

sensibly. Have faith in your abilities and perform to the limit of your potential and you will certainly 

succeed.  

Good Luck and blessings!  



 

DATESHEET FOR ANNUAL EXAMS: 

 

 

 TIMINGS FOR EXAM :  8:40 AM - 12:30 PM 

 



IMPORTANT DATES  

HOLIDAYS: 

Republic Day 26.01.2022 

Ravidas Jayanti 16.02.2022 

Maha Shivratri 01.03.2022 

Holi 19.03.2022 

REGISTRATION 

Class XI(for Non- BCMites) 02.02.2022 - 07.02.2022 

Class XI (for BCM Students) Soon after Board Exams 

PRACTICAL DATES 

Class XI 01.02.2022 - 09.02.2022 

PREPARATORY HOLIDAYS 

Classes IX, XI 12.02.2022 - 14.02.2022 

Classes I-II, VI- VIII 18.02.2022 - 21.02.2022 

Classes III - V 17.02.2022 - 20.02.2022 

G.K.& COMPUTER FOR CLASSES 

Classes I- II, VI- VIII 17.02.2022 

Classes III - V 

 

14.02.2022(G.K) , 

15.02.2022(Computer) 

SUBJECT ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES ASSESSMENTS (MATHS, SCIENCE, S.ST) 

Classes III - VIII 07.02.2022 - 12.02.2022 

CO-SCHOLATICS PRACTICALS 

Yoga, Phy. Ed., Music, Dance, Art, W.Exp, Life Skills 

Classes I- VIII 07.02.2022 - 12.02.2022 

COMMENCEMENT OF ANNUAL/ TERM II EXAM 

Classes IX, XI 15.02.2022 

Classes VI- VIII, I- II 22.02.2022 

Classes III - V 21.02.2022 

PAPER SHOW & RESULT DECLARATION 

Class IX 07.03.2022 

Class XI 10.03.2022 

Classes I- II     -   PAPER SHOW 12.03.2022 

RESULT 15.03.2022 



Classes III - V   -  PAPER SHOW 14.03.2022 

RESULT 16.03.2022 

Classes VI- VIII  -  PAPER SHOW 21.03.2022 

 RESULT 23.03.2022 

 

HAWAN FOR NEW ENTRANTS OF NURSERY , LKG 

 

28.03.2022 

 

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME  NURSERY & LKG 

( NEW STUDENTS) 

 

28.03.2022 - 29.03.2022 

NEW SESSION 

Class X 10.03.2022 

Class XII 14.03.2022 

NURSERY, LKG(New Students) 29.03.2022 

LKG, UKG, I - IX 04.04.2022 

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME 

Class I 04.04.2022 

Class VI 05.04.2022 

TEACHERS' BREAK 

K.G. & Primary 17.03.2022 - 20.03.2022 

Middle 24.03.2022 - 27.03.2022 

Secondary 31.03.2022 - 03.04.2022 

Senior Secondary 31.03.2022 - 03.04.2022 

SUMMER VACATION 01.06.2022 - 10.07.2022 

 

 

 


